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Students checklist for the written master project before 
submission to the supervisor. 
              
1. The paper has a clear and adequate title  
2.  I have written an abstract that:       

a. comprises max 250 words          
b. covers the purpose, method, results and conclusion       
c. can be understood by those who have not read the rest of 

the work 
3.    I have written an introduction that: 

a. properly summarises previous studies in the field       
b. takes into account any relevant theories         
c. provides a good understanding of why the study was 

conducted     
4. I have formulated an aim of the work that is clear, concise 

and properly delimited.        
5. I have written a methods section that  

a. clearly explains the methods and materials used in the 
study to the extent that a reader can repeat all used 
experiments  

6. I have written a results section that:  
a. follows the established instructions for the layout of any 

tables and figures 
b. has figures and tables which can be understood without  

information other than the associated table or figure text         
7. I have written a discussion section that:   

a. relates my results to other relevant research within the 
area      

b. raises any limitations of the used methods 
c. identifies strengths and weaknesses of the obtained results         
d. that discusses the application of the results         
e. that describes the need for further research within the field       

8. I have included a conclusion that is based on the obtained 
results and that discuss the significance of the research and 
relates to relevant societal and ethical aspects.  

9. References     
a. follows a standard system for references          
b. constitute a relevant sample in relation to my problem 

area       
c. are preferably original articles from international, 

scientific sources      
d. have been used objectively in the text           

10. Overall  
a. The paper has a good structure, typographic design and 

language      
b. The paper is coherent, i.e. problem-aim-method-results-

conclusion is logically linked together           
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c. I have aimed to write as concisely as possible without 
excluding relevant matters for the purpose of the paper         

d. I have checked the disposition closely to check that 
everything is in the right spot    

e. I have headings that provide guidance for the reader        
f. I have gone through the paper with a spelling and 

grammar program     
g. I have asked a course colleague/friend/relative to read and 

provide their views          
h. Any pictures used have an independent picture text and 

quote references     
i. I have written the work using my own words         
j. I am aware that the final version of this thesis will be 

checked for plagiarism using the URKUND service           
k. I will upload my thesis and relevant data files to the 

Student Portal in the form notified by the course leader  
  

 


